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ASMARTHOME
FORYOU
Technically, Smart Home is a set of solutions leveraging newgeneration technologies such as Internet of Things, cloud
computing and industry-universal communication protocols. In
a smart home system, different devices and terminals including
appliances, lighting, heating, air-conditioning, TV set, video &
audio entertainment system, cameras and other security
protection devices can transfer data with one another and
respond emergency/situations together, to create a
comfortable, safe, energy-efﬁciency and convenient living
environment.
However, what does smart home exactly mean in everyday
life? It means high-speed WiFi connection covering every
corner in your home; it means the curtain closed automatically
and softly when you prepare to sleep; it means the music that
calms you down during the bath/shower after a busy day; it
means the familiar faces and voice on your phone when you
miss your families and pets. It's about all of your wonderful
imagination about your home, while the difference is that smart
home makes it come true instead of just imagination, for you to
enjoy everyday.
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Smart Home Control System Architecture

Wireless Gateway

Mobile End Devices (Mobile, Tablets & Apple Watch)

Smart Health Care

Smart Sensor Smart Security Protection

Smart Control

Measure & Record

Security Monitoring

Smart Gardening

Valve Control Humidity Sensor

Environment Guardian

Auto-Door/Window Lock
Energy-saving Lighting

Video Surveillance

Doorbell & Panic Button

Security Linkage
Appliance Control
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One Day With Smart Home

Even in the office or on the go,
everything at home is under my control
Coffee break, use my phone to see if the pets are making
some mischief via the cameras at home
Miss mom and dad? Tell them you miss them directly via
cameras' voice talk
When someone intrudes your home, the siren at home will
yell immediately to scare off the intruder and you will
receive the alert to take following actions
If there is gas leak, the detector will immediately shutdown
the gas valve in conjunction with other devices and open
the window to eliminate the danger
In mid-day, the sun is killing people. The illumination
sensors close the curtain in conjunction with the curtain
controller to protect your ﬂoor

Wake me up from dream softly
With bedside lamps turn on gradually, the bedroom
becomes bright
Curtain is slowly opening, the warm sunshine pours into
every corner of the room
The air-conditioner has been turned off automatically and
the ventilation system turns on at the preset time
Beautiful music starts to play, a new day begins
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Leave home in a good mood
Garage door has opened, my car is right there
Lighting devices and appliances turn off automatically
Air-conditioners/heating system turn off automatically
Curtains close automatically to protect my privacy
“Away Mode”is on, my home is protected by the security
protection system
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Your wife pick up the kids home
Garage door opens automatically
The lights in rooms turn on and stay at the
comfortable brightness for you
The curtain opened, the sunset pours into your eyes
Air-conditioners/heating system have been turned on
automatically,
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Enjoy the cooking time
Time to have a bath lazily

In the upbeat music played automatically, enjoy the
happy time to prepare dinner for families
Flammable gas leak can be detected in real time for
safety and reliability
Tell your families the dinner is ready by directly talking
via network camera
Switch to candle light dinner lighting mode
automatically. Enjoy the delicious food in the dim soft
light, romance is just so easy
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Sweet movie time,
just you and your partner
Curtain closes slowly for a secret space
The TV turns on while the light becomes dim
Your favorite movie is ready to play, for you and
the one you love to enjoy
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Bathroom is warm and comforatble, so as the
bathwater
Water is being detected for any possible ﬂood to
protect your wood ﬂooring
The music is on, time to release the tiredness after a
busy day

Fall asleep, peacefully
As the night falls, all the lights turn off
All the curtains close automatically
Appliances turn off automatically
Security protection system is switched to night mode
automatically
Check kids have been asleep via network camera,
you can sleep now peacefully
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Smart Home Solution by Rooms/Space
Study
Entry

Mode Control
Humidity Control
Background Music
Security Surveillance

One-button to Switch Mode
Security Surveillance
Smart Door Lock

Living Room
Mode Control
Auto-open & close Curtain
Environment Adjustment
Color-adjustable Light

Kitchen
Lighting Control
Water Flood Detection
Background Music
Flammable Gas Detection

Bedroom
One-button to Switch Mode
Lighting Control
Environment Adjustment
Background Music

Bathroom
Mode Control
Ventilation System
Background Music
Water Heater Control
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Entry

Kitchen

Flammable Gas Leak Detector + Robotic Arm
Detect ﬂammable gas real time, once the detected value reaches a certain
threshold, alert will be triggered on both ends, and the robotic arm will
shutoff the valve automatically.

Password & Fingerprint Door Lock
8 ways to unlock the door such as by password, ﬁngerprint and card. With
the safety protection mechanism, every unlock, locked and locked from
inside status will be displayed on your smart phone.

Smoke & Fire Detector
The concentration of the smoke will be detected 24/7, once it reaches a
certain threshold, alert will be triggered on local and user end.

Doorbell Button
Visitors' information will be pushed to your smart phone to avoid the
embarassment of no answer.

Flood Detector
The detector is placed where there will be possible water leak, to affectively
detect any leak happened aroud kitchen sink or pipe in real time and send
alert to users once any leak is detected.

Window/Door Magnetic Reed Sensor
Sense the open/close status of the window & door real-time and remind
users of the status remotely.

Intelligent Music Box
Designed based on Zigbee protocol, you can play the music online or stored
locally. Supported by multiple network modes, it is the perfect choice for
people loving music like you.

Infrared Intrusion Detector
Motion detection in real time and trigger alert on local and app end when
there is intrusion.

Recessed Switch
Remote and wireless light switch control, no need to touch the recessed
switch. Easy to install, safe to use and cabling-free.

Mode Switch
Multiple modes available which can be linked to different rooms & time
periods by users.
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Carbon Dioxide Detector
Detect the concentration of CO² in kitchen real time and work with
ventilation system & other equipment to make sure the air quality in
kitchen.
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Lighting Switch
The lighting can be adjusted directly via lighting switch button or remotely to
save power.

LivingRoom

Wall Switch
Remote and wireless light switch control, no need to touch the recessed
switch. Easy to install, safe to use and cabling-free.

LightingSwitch

Infrared Repeater
TV set, air-conditioner, electric curtain and others using infrared remote
controller can be controlled via smart mobile terminals directly.

HD Camera

HDCamera
InfraredIntrusionDetector

Remotely check everything in your house in real time and clear image via
smart mobile terminals.

ColorAdjustableLight

Color Adjustable Light
7
3

Fashion, elegant and power-saving. Brightness and color can be adjusted
anytime for a romantic living atmosphere.
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Infrared Intrusion Detector
When intrusion happened, the intruder's infrared ray will be detected by
sensors and wireless alert will be sent to communication host.
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Audible & Visual Alarm
When abnormal condition is detected, audible and visual alarm will be
triggered to alert user to process the situation in time, to increase the
safety of your home to the max.

Wireless Gateway
As the end controller in smart home, it can control the related equipment
easily and achieve fast, safe and reliable data transmission.

Audible&VisualAlarm

Outlet
WirelessGateway
InfraredRepeater
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Bedroom

Illumination Detector
The illumination is detected in real time, once it's out of the
preset range, the indoor illumination will be adjusted
automatically by the curtain and lights linked with the detector.

Carbon Dioxide Detector

Curtain Controller

Detect the concentration of CO² in bedroom real time and work with
ventilation system & other equipment to make sure the air quality in
bedroom.

Control the electric curtain locally or remotely. Curtain controller
can be linked with the illumination detector so that when the
illumination exceeds a certain threshold, the open/closed
position of the curtain can be adjusted automatically.

Temperature & Humidity Monitor

Lighting Switch

Temperature & Humidity sensor is able to detect the indoor temperature and
humidity and adjust accordingly in conjunction with air-conditioner,
humidiﬁer and other smart devices for a more comforatble indoor
environment.

The brightness of the lights can be adjusted locally or on
mobile, to create the lighting suitable for reading, writing
and study, so as to save energy and avoid waste.

Infrared Repeater
For connectivity between different kinds of appliances for smart update and
management of TV set, stereo and others, as well easy operation on mobile
phone to bring fun to everyday life.

Lighting Switch
Adjust the brightness of the lights on mobile or locally, to create a
comfortable sleep environment and save energy.

Mode Switch
Multiple modes available which can be linked to different rooms & time
periods by users, to increase home living efﬁciency and avoid unnecessary
energy waste.

Outlet
Based on Zigbee, it can be controlled remotely by users on
smart phone. They can also turn off electrical devices in
study just with one tap anytime and anywhere.

Temperature Controller
Used to measure the temperature study, which can be
checked on smart phone anytime anywhere. The controller
can also adjust the mode and target temperature of central
air-conditioner, to create a comfortable environment for
reading and study.

Smoke & Fire Detector
The concentration of the smoke will be detected 24/7, once
it reaches a certain threshold, alert will be triggered on
local and user end.

Music Box
Designed based on Zigbee protocol, you can play the music online or
stored locally. Supported by multiple network modes, it is the perfect
choice for people loving music like you.

Electronic Blood Pressure Monitor
Suitable for noninvasive blood pressure and blood oxygen
saturation measurement. Detailed result can be uploaded to
the cloud in time and checked by users on mobile.

Smart Scale
Designed based on Zigbee communication technology and cloud
technology, it's a good assistant for your health care right at your home. Your
weight data will be sent both to the cloud and your mobile in detail, helping
you to develop good life habits.
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Study
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Solar Powered Electric Fence
Real-time detection on intrusion. When something abnormal is detected,
alert will be sent to users. It's solar-powered, clean and polution-free.

Bathroom

Smart Water Valve
Water the lawn by the schecule you set automatically. Users can turn on/off
and control the water ﬂow remotely, to solve the problem of lack of water for
your plants when you're away.

Intelligent HD Camera
Featured in remote view, sharing for multiple users, motion detection and
alert, video-record, playback on client and infrared night vision to make your
home safe.

Audible & Visual Alarm
Designed based on Zigbee communication standard, which plays well with
solar powered electric fence and other devices, featuring loud local siren
and others.

Outlet
The outlet is connected with indoor water heater which can be controlled
and turned on/off by users remotely on smart phone anytime.

Infrared Intrusion Detector
Motion detection in real time and trigger alert on local and app end when
there is intrusion.

Panic Button

Dust Detector
Detect the dust concentration in the air outdoor. Alert will be pushed to
users when the concentration reached the threshold.

Anti-interference Motion Detector
A multi-function and uni-body device featuring functions like motion
detection and alert, illumination detection and temperature & humidity
detection. It's capable of detections by infrared ray and microwave and
highly interference resistant.

A security protection device designed for the elderly or kids to use when they
fall down in bathroom. Alert will be triggered remotely and sent to other
family members.

Flammable Gas Leak Detector

Outdoor

Prevent damage caused by gas leak by detecting the concentration of
ﬂammable gas in bathroom. Alert will be triggered and sent when the
concentration reached a certain threshold.

Water Leak Sensor
Placed near the door of bathroom to affectively detect water leak
happened in bathroom in real time. Alert will be triggered and sent to users
when leak is detected.

Temperature & Humidity Monitor
Mainly used to detect the temperature and humidity in bathroom real-time,
which can be checked on mobile, so as to create a more comfortable
environment for bath & shower.
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